Compact, post mix chilled drinks dispenser

Improve your sparkling and still, chilled beverage menu
with refreshing soft drinks, whilst maximising your profits.

www.multiplexbeverage.com

Refreshing The Experience

The Multiplex albi is a range of countertop
post mix drinks dispensers, offering a
choice of up to four chilled drinks.
Providing options to serve still or
carbonated flavours, or a combination of
both, as well as still and carbonated water.
The most compact post mix dispensing unit on the market, the
Multiplex albi is the first choice for smaller locations where there is
limited space for chillers and storage of finished drinks.
This mini ‘soft drinks factory’ uses post mix technology. Drinks are
mixed to order, combining concentrated flavoured syrup from a
bag-in-box with freshly chilled water as it is dispensed, delivering fresh
tasting, high quality drinks.
Bag-in-box syrup for post mix beverage is widely available from
wholesalers, as well as specialist beverage retailers who offer a range
of on-trend, innovative flavours.
The Multiplex albi has an accurate, anti-tamper syrup control valve
which can be set from 4:1 through to 10:1 ratio, ensuring a consistent,
high quality flavour with every pour, at a concentration of your choice.
It takes less than 90 minutes to install a Multiplex albi and is easy to
maintain. The bag-in-box is easily switched over when empty, requiring
significantly less labour than merchandising and restocking packaged
drinks. A CO2 cylinder is only required for carbonated drinks, and
typically serves up to 3,000 drinks before being easily replaced
by purchasing locally or online.

Help the environment
In a world where energy saving, material waste and running costs are
growing concerns, this post mix dispenser will significantly reduce waste
with less plastic packaging. Plus, the Multiplex albi chills only on demand
and uses natural refrigerants dramatically reducing energy consumption
and lowering your carbon footprint.

It really is all about the drinks!
Whether it’s the more traditional carbonated beverages needed at busy cafes, restaurants,
and entertainment venues or to meet the new trend for healthy, innovative juices and
sparkling flavoured waters at health spas and gyms, there is a Multiplex albi to suit.
The significant cost savings of post mix drinks make the Multiplex albi ideal for
environments such as work places who like to provide complimentary beverages.

Still

Serve up healthy fruit juices,
flavoured waters, mineral waters,
even chilled/iced teas.
No carbon dioxide required!

Carbonated

For traditional carbonated soft drinks
such as cola, lemonade, fizzy orange as
well as sparkling flavoured waters.
Perfectly dispenses any low, mid or high carbonated drink.

Flex
Offers flexible dispensing – switch
between chilled, carbonated and
still drinks.
One of a kind! – No hardware changes to change products
from still to carbonated if a menu change is required.

Flex Plus

Highly visual merchandiser. Perfect for
self serve applications to choose from
chilled carbonated and still drinks.
Operates by a capacitive touch panel with LED
illumination and easy to fit branding.

The Multiplex albi offers an easy
push-to-pour feature which reduces
waste and offers flexibility for crew
or self-service and is easy to wipe
down and keep clean.

Optional extras
Rear cover
When positioning the Multiplex albi with rear end customer facing, clip on a
perspex panel that can promote your brand as well as hide the syrup, gas
and water tubing. Branding options include vinyl graphics for rear and sides.

Under counter storage stand
for 4x bag-in-box

Stand-alone Multiplex albi trolley

Aqua
The perfect water dispenser for work places
and public venues such as gyms.

Customer satisfaction

For further details on where to buy, or to request
a demo please visit www.multiplexbeverage.com

Your satisfaction with our products is of paramount
importance to us. With over 100 years of experience
and as one of the world’s leading manufacturers
and suppliers of cooling and dispensing equipment,
we strive to deliver the most efficient equipment
on the market, at the highest quality.
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The simple freshly chilled,
still and sparkling water option.

